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From sourcing to installation, managing network connectivity is a 
complicated and time-consuming area of business. It can become an 
even bigger project with the more sites you manage. EVOTEK can assess 
your current connectivity performance and from there, design a network 
that maximizes utilization and performance. In addition, working with 
multiple carriers can be noisy, financially impractical, and keep you from 
implementing the right solutions for your business and technology needs. 
EVOTEK can be your advocate.

There is a complexity to connectivity that EVOTEK aims to solve. With so many options available for carriers, it 
is hard to determine which is the right choice and which one has the support mechanisms that align with your 
business needs. Beyond choosing a carrier, you then face the challenges of outages absorbing ample resources 
and time. For businesses operating with an outdated MPLS, this can also limit your options with carriers and 
connection type, which is not the most current way to optimize your edge in the end-user community. By moving 
off legacy connectivity to DIA, you can allow other projects to optimize the network while simultaneously reducing 
costs.

Fastblue Communications provides 
streamlined, simplified global connectivity. 
They provide consistency across sites 
through single-source solutions, delivering 
a uniform experience and removing 
dependency on local ISPs. Through 
centralized management, they eliminate 
the complexity of dealing with numerous 
suppliers and contracts. They also host 24/7 
NOC with proactive site monitoring to ensure 
true end-to-end network management. 

Most importantly, by partnering with 
Fastblue, we can leverage their global spend 
and increase buying power by joining their 
millions of dollars in carrier spend. Through 
this partnership, you can significantly reduce 
your costs.
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EVOTEK’s free Connectivity Assessment allows visibility into 
current carrier options, pricing, delivery time frames, and 
service levels. Our team handles all project oversight, can 
package, and negotiate with carriers, and with access to 
partner wholesale pricing, can significantly reduce your costs. 

A lifestyle company was facing multiple outages that were 
impossible to manage and 250 locations that all had different 
network designs and carriers. EVOTEK was able to save them 
20% on their costs, standardize their design including SD-
WAN, and increase their bandwidth to every site. There have 
been zero outages in a 90-day stretch and counting.

The company also wanted a singular DIA and an affordable 
backup option and EVOTEK and Fastblue Communications 
were able to partner and deliver this and more. This has 
resulted in more uptime for the members as well as the 
employee experience via point-of-sale machines and 
reservations.

Consolidate your vendors and ensure maximum cost-
savings for your communications needs
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